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black

BC  572202-1000/9110

XV Backcountry Revolution

We’ve worked with Xavier de Le Rue to reimagine his signature model—and the result is nothing
short of revolutionary. Built around a specialized hiking last, the XV features a significantly smaller
footprint, a lighter design, and a neutral profile optimized for skinning, hiking, and riding. The 
boot’s Backcountry liner provides a truly custom fit and sports a flexible toe box. Two BOA® dials 
allow you to independently adjust the upper and lower zones of the boot. And thanks to this zonal 
fit, you can lock your ankle and forefoot in place while allowing your leg to move within the boot 
when ascending. To further amplify control and response while riding and hiking, the XV sports a 
stiffer lasting board that enhances both torsional and lateral stability. For unrivaled traction, the 
boot also boasts a Vibram Eastridge sole. And to ensure it can withstand the harshest conditions, 
the XV features TPU welding throughout the shell, a rubber rand that protects the front of the boot, 
and an innovative waterproof and breathable membrane. This membrane uses a sock-like design 
that cradles the foot and closes at the shin to function as a gaiter. 

SIZE  24.0–31.0

BACKCOUNTRY 
LINER (BC)

XAVIER DE LE RUE  
SIGNATURE 

MODEL
U N I S E X
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black

CTF  572205-1000/9110 S4  572203-1000/9110

SPARK XV The Backcountry Benchmark

Since making its debut more than a decade ago, the Spark XV has served as the benchmark for 
backcountry boots. Developed and continually refined by Xavier de Le Rue, this legendary boot 
offers exceptional support, lively boardfeel, and precise control for hiking, skinning, and riding. 
And although the Spark XV is designed to handle the most extreme conditions in the backcountry, 
it excels in any terrain. To further enhance the boot’s legendary performance, we’ve infused the 
Spark XV with our Stage 4 liner, Freeride Tongue, and a rubber toe cap that maximizes durability. 
Make no compromises with the Spark XV.

SIZE  23.0–31.0

CUSTOM THERMO FIT 
LINER (CTF)

SIZE  23.0–31.0

STAGE 4 LINER (S4)

XAVIER DE LE RUE  
SIGNATURE 

MODEL
U N I S E X
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desert/green

CTF  572302-1000/9633 S4  572301-1000/9633

X-PLORER Trailblazer

The best turns are the ones you earn. And when it’s time to break trail, the X-plorer gives you 
exceptional support for both the way up and the ride down. Combining the best of both worlds, its 
traditional laces offer a classic ride and clean appearance while the boot’s BOA® Fit System allows 
you to quickly and effortlessly attain a precise fit in the heel and ankle area. For even greater dura-
bility, the X-Plorer showcases the new BOA® M+2 design, which offers increased impact resistance 
and a fresh look. The boot’s refined tongue handle and Power Strap make it easier than ever to slip 
on the X-Plorer and adjust its fit. And for superior traction on cold and icy surfaces, the boot sports a 
Vibram Eastridge sole. Whether venturing to new peaks or just your backyard, stake your claim with 
the X-plorer.

SIZE  23.0–31.0

CUSTOM THERMO FIT 
LINER (CTF)

SIZE  23.0–31.0

STAGE 4 LINER (S4)

UP
GRADED 
DESIGN

U N I S E X
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grey

CTF  572304-1000/9139 S4  572303-1000/9139

EDGE PRO Super Charged

When it’s time to go full throttle, the Edge Pro holds nothing back. Armed with a thirst for speed and
a penchant for precision, this all terrain freestyle boot caters to riders who love to carve—and 
seek out side hits. For a truly custom fit, the Edge Pro features DEELUXE’s Stage 4 liner and a fully 
padded Freeride Tongue. The boot’s collar enhances support and its Sidekick Pro technology uses
a high-frequency welding process to fuse lateral and medial reinforcing elements to the boot’s shell.
This provides faster edge-to-edge transitions and better pop when ollieing. The Edge Pro’s double-
lasted toe cap enhances durability and boosts adhesion with a binding’s toe strap. For even greater 
comfort and control, this high-performance boot uses our L3 lacing way with speed lacing to cradle 
the foot and calf and features the BOA® Fit System to lock down the ankle and heel. This all-new 
BOA® M+2 design enhances impact resistance and offers a crisp appearance. And thanks to our Battle
sole, the boot maximizes boardfeel while providing advanced cushioning for protection from impacts.
Raise the bar—and your expectations—with DEELUXE’s Edge Pro.

SIZE  24.0–30.5

CUSTOM THERMO FIT 
LINER (CTF)

SIZE  24.0–30.5

STAGE 4 LINER (S4)

UP
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night runner

CTF  572306-1000/9634 S3  572305-1000/9634

DEEMON L3 BOA Award-Winning All Mountain Destroyer

The Deemon, our all mountain flagship boot, is at home in any terrain. A sophisticated flex window 
provides a smooth and consistent riding experience while a rubber print throughout the ankle zone
makes the boot even more durable. DEELUXE’s Double Back offers additional protection from binding
abrasions and enhances control and precision. The boot also sports a fully customizable BOA® Fit 
System that uses a proprietary configuration found exclusively on the Deemon L3 BOA. The all-new 
BOA® M+2 design maximizes performance and durability while providing a precise fit. The Deemon 
L3 BOA incorporates a fixture at the back of the boot that enables it to be easily paired with an optional
Power Strap that DEELUXE offers as a separate accessory. And to maximize performance and com-
fort, the boot features DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner and Freeride Tongue, which provide a truly custom 
fit. Recently, the Deemon L3 BOA not only landed a spot on the Whitelines 100—which honors the 
best snowboard gear of the season—but it was also selected as the Whitelines Choice Winner for 
the Best Freeride Boot. When not snagging awards, this evil genius just loves to ride.

SIZE  21.0–31.0

CUSTOM THERMO FIT 
LINER (CTF)

SIZE  21.0-31.0

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

UP
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mustard

CTF  572306-1000/9922 S3  572305-1000/9922

DEEMON L3 BOA

SIZE  21.0-31.0

CUSTOM THERMO FIT 
LINER (CTF)

SIZE  21.0-31.0

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

Award-Winning All Mountain Destroyer

The Deemon, our all mountain flagship boot, is at home in any terrain. A sophisticated flex window 
provides a smooth and consistent riding experience while a rubber print throughout the ankle zone
makes the boot even more durable. DEELUXE’s Double Back offers additional protection from binding
abrasions and enhances control and precision. The boot also sports a fully customizable BOA® Fit 
System that uses a proprietary configuration found exclusively on the Deemon L3 BOA. The all-new 
BOA® M+2 design maximizes performance and durability while providing a precise fit. The Deemon 
L3 BOA incorporates a fixture at the back of the boot that enables it to be easily paired with an optional
Power Strap that DEELUXE offers as a separate accessory. And to maximize performance and com-
fort, the boot features DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner and Freeride Tongue, which provide a truly custom 
fit. Recently, the Deemon L3 BOA not only landed a spot on the Whitelines 100—which honors the 
best snowboard gear of the season—but it was also selected as the Whitelines Choice Winner for 
the Best Freeride Boot. When not snagging awards, this evil genius just loves to ride.

UP
GRADED 
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KB

S3  572307-1000/4019

AERIS The Ultimate All Mountain Boot

With the goal of creating the ultimate all terrain boot–and one truly capable of meeting Kevin Backstrom
needs–we worked with him to test out a slew of boots from our collection and identify his favorite 
features. We then mixed together and refined all of these ingredients to develop his signature boot, 
the Aeris. For a truly custom fit it showcases DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner and Freestyle Tongue.  
The boot’s Sidekick Pro technology uses a high-frequency welding process to fuse lateral and medial
reinforcing elements to the boot’s shell. This provides faster edge-to-edge transitions and better pop
when ollieing. DEELUXE’s Double Back offers additional protection from binding abrasions and boosts
control and precision. For exceptional board feel, the Aeris features DEELUXE’s all-new Quantum 
sole. This sole provides an especially direct and responsive ride while also offering strategic cushion-
ing to dampen vibrations and absorb impact energy. This enables you to stomp the largest features with
ease. And when it’s time to hike, the sole provides impressive traction. Reimagine what’s possible–
and transform how you approach the mountain–with DEELUXE’s Aeris.

SIZE  23.0–31.0

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

U N I S E X NEW 
MODEL

KEVIN 
BACKSTROM 
SIGNATURE 

MODEL
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elias

SF  572308-1000/9256

FORMATIVE 2 Built for the Future

Elias Elhardt is nothing short of a visionary. With the goal of reducing the Formative’s impact on the
environment, we worked with Elias to reimagine how boots are constructed—without compromising
their performance. Last year, the Formative made its debut with a streamlined design that used less
resources and a shell made from Rise by Bloom. To reduce the boot’s impact even further, this latest
iteration of the Formative now features a shell, midsole, and liner that contain Rise, which replaces
a significant portion of the traditional EVA required for footwear foam. Rise is a bio-based foam 
derived from algae harvested from compromised ecosystems. This approach leverages algae’s ability
to sequester carbon while helping clean water and restore aquatic habitats. To further enhance
comfort, the Formative 2 showcases Elias’ favorite lacing design, the L3 lacing system. The boot also
features a Remedy sole for exceptional traction and cushioning. True to Elias’s focus on relentless 
refinement, we aim to continually evolve the Formative, using it as a means to pioneer fresh tech-
nology that reduces our impact on the environment. 

SIZE  23.0–31.0

STAGE F LINER (SF)

ELIAS ELHARDT 
SIGNATURE 

MODEL

U N I S E X NEW 
MODEL
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dark green

S3  572310-1000/3942

AREth RIN Kazu’s Choice

Whether it’s a crisp method, a fresh pow slash, or a creative line through the trees, the best riding 
comes from the soul. United by this belief, DEELUXE and AREth have teamed up to create the 
AREth Rin. Armed with a classic appearance, it pairs clean design with rich materials and sophisti-
cated technology. And thanks to its ability to ride any terrain, it’s Kazu Kokubo’s boot of choice.  
Combining the best of both worlds, its traditional laces offer a timeless look and familiar feel while 
the boot’s BOA® Fit System allows you to quickly and effortlessly secure your ankle and heel.  
A rugged leather patch in the ankle zone enhances comfort and durability while further securing your
foot. The boot’s Stage 3 liner provides a truly custom fit while its Skate Flex sole offers unsurpassed 
boardfeel. Inspired by the boot’s refined design and impressive performance, Japan’s Freerun 
magazine recently honored the AREth Rin as one of the top picks in the freeride category of its Best 
Gear Awards. If your riding comes from within, consider the AREth Rin your soulmate.

SIZE  22.0–31.0

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

Since 2001, AREth has quietly forged its 

own path in Japan—and beyond. Guided 

by a deep commitment to clean design, 

the brand has earned a reputation for 

crafting footwear that’s as authentic as 

it is original. And with a down-to-earth 

approach, AREth inspires others to live 

bravely and creatively.

ABOUT AREth

U N I S E X DESIGNED
BY ARETH

UP
GRADED 
DESIGN
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blackEMPIRE A Classic Perfected

If the entire mountain is your domain, the Empire awaits you. Loved and revered for its asymmetrical
flex construction, this all terrain boot provides a truly unique riding experience. Whether you’re 
dropping into a banked slalom, dodging rocks in a chute, or ripping through the trees on a pow day, 
the Empire excels at making turns that are as quick as they are smooth. And thanks to this exceptional 
performance, the Empire is also the boot of choice for Japanese pipe prodigy Yuto Totsuka, who has
landed atop the podium at the X-Games, World Championships, and many other contests across the 
globe. For a truly custom fit that delivers maximum comfort, the Empire showcases DEELUXE’s Stage 4
liner. A Freeride Tongue enhances durability and enables riders to further customize the boot’s flex. 
It also features the L3 lacing system for an even greater fit and enhanced response. And as a testa-
ment to the boot’s legendary performance, Japan’s Freerun magazine recently honored the Empire 
with a Best Gear Award, naming it the top freeride boot. Rule everything with the Empire.

CTF  572312-1000/9110 S4  572311-1000/9110

SIZE  21.0–31.0

CUSTOM THERMO FIT 
LINER (CTF)

SIZE  21.0–31.0

STAGE 4 LINER (S4)
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navyEMPIRE
CTF  572312-1000/1610 S4  572311-1000/1610

SIZE  21.0–31.0

CUSTOM THERMO FIT 
LINER (CTF)

SIZE  21.0–31.0

STAGE 4 LINER (S4)

A Classic Perfected

If the entire mountain is your domain, the Empire awaits you. Loved and revered for its asymmetrical
flex construction, this all terrain boot provides a truly unique riding experience. Whether you’re 
dropping into a banked slalom, dodging rocks in a chute, or ripping through the trees on a pow day, 
the Empire excels at making turns that are as quick as they are smooth. And thanks to this exceptional 
performance, the Empire is also the boot of choice for Japanese pipe prodigy Yuto Totsuka, who has
landed atop the podium at the X-Games, World Championships, and many other contests across the 
globe. For a truly custom fit that delivers maximum comfort, the Empire showcases DEELUXE’s Stage 4
liner. A Freeride Tongue enhances durability and enables riders to further customize the boot’s flex. 
It also features the L3 lacing system for an even greater fit and enhanced response. And as a testa-
ment to the boot’s legendary performance, Japan’s Freerun magazine recently honored the Empire 
with a Best Gear Award, naming it the top freeride boot. Rule everything with the Empire.
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ID DUAL BOA

TEAMID LTD.

TEAMID LARA

TEAMID

ID

ID LARA

ID LARA BOA

ID LITE

DNA

TEAMID LTD. LARA

DNA PRO
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blackID DUAL BOA Locked and Loaded

S3  572313-1000/9110

SIZE  21.0–33.0

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

Through the years, riders across the globe have turned to the ID as their go-to boot. And by now 
pairing it with the BOA® Fit System, we’ve given them all the more reason to love this iconic model. 
Two BOA® dials allow you to independently adjust the upper and lower zones of the boot, maximi-
zing performance and comfort. Thanks to its Pro Flex construction, the ID Dual BOA also features 
the perfect blend of flex and stability. The boot showcases DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner and Freestyle 
Tongue, which provide a truly custom fit. And for riders who want additional support or simply love 
the DEELUXE Power Strap, the ID features a fixture at the back of the boot that enables it to be easily
paired with an optional Power Strap, which DEELUXE offers as a separate accessory. This further 
maximizes control and response to boost your confidence. It comes as no surprise that this boot 
was chosen for the Whitelines 100 Award when it made its debut and has been celebrated by riders 
across the globe ever since. No matter the terrain or the conditions, the ID Dual BOA elevates your 
game.

UP
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whiteID DUAL BOA
S3  572313-1000/9140

SIZE  21.0–31.0

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

Locked and Loaded

Through the years, riders across the globe have turned to the ID as their go-to boot. And by now 
pairing it with the BOA® Fit System, we’ve given them all the more reason to love this iconic model. 
Two BOA® dials allow you to independently adjust the upper and lower zones of the boot, maximi-
zing performance and comfort. Thanks to its Pro Flex construction, the ID Dual BOA also features 
the perfect blend of flex and stability. The boot showcases DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner and Freestyle 
Tongue, which provide a truly custom fit. And for riders who want additional support or simply love 
the DEELUXE Power Strap, the ID features a fixture at the back of the boot that enables it to be easily
paired with an optional Power Strap, which DEELUXE offers as a separate accessory. This further 
maximizes control and response to boost your confidence. It comes as no surprise that this boot 
was chosen for the Whitelines 100 Award when it made its debut and has been celebrated by riders 
across the globe ever since. No matter the terrain or the conditions, the ID Dual BOA elevates your 
game.
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yin yangTEAMID LTD. Perfectly Balanced

For the five year anniversary of this iconic boot, we decided to share the love. Previously available 
only to our team, this limited edition model can now be enjoyed by riders across the globe. The  
TeamID LTD features a double Power Strap, translucent sole, and a mismatched black-and-white
colorway rooted in the duality of yin and yang. Thanks to its mid-soft flex, this freestyle boot is 
perfect for riders who want out-of-the-box comfort but still demand support. Equipped with L3  
lacing—our most advanced and versatile speed lacing system—the TeamID LTD offers enhanced 
heelhold and exceptional board control. DEELUXE’s Double Back provides additional protection 
from binding abrasions and boosts control and precision. It also showcases a unique design that 
pays homage to 1996–the year DEELUXE made its debut. The TeamID LTD’s grippy Skate Flex sole 
further improves boardfeel. In addition to being celebrated among our team riders, Whitelines 
crowned the TeamID LTD as the Best Unisex Snowboard Boot of 2022-2023 and Japan’s Freerun 
magazine recently honored it with a Best Gear Award, naming it the best freestyle boot. 

CTF  572315-1000/9635 S3  572314-1000/9635

SIZE  22.0–31.0

CUSTOM THERMO FIT 
LINER (CTF)

SIZE  22.0–31.0

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

LIMITED 
EDITION

UP
GRADED 
DESIGN

U N I S E X
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yin yangTEAMID LTD. LARA Team Favorite

For the five year anniversary of the DEELUXE team boot, we decided to share the love. Previously 
available only to our team, this limited edition model can now be enjoyed by riders across the globe.
The TeamID Lara LTD features a double Power Strap, translucent sole, and a mismatched black-and- 
white colorway rooted in the duality of yin and yang. Thanks to its mid-soft flex, this freestyle boot 
is perfect for riders who want out-of-the-box comfort but still demand support. Equipped with L3 
lacing—our most advanced and versatile speed lacing system—the TeamID Lara LTD offers enhan-
ced heelhold and exceptional board control. DEELUXE’s Double Back provides additional protection 
from binding abrasions and boosts control and precision. It also showcases a unique design that 
pays homage to 1996–the year DEELUXE made its debut. The TeamID Lara LTD’s grippy Skate Flex 
sole further improves boardfeel. It’s no wonder Whitelines Magazine has previously honored this 
boot as the Best Women’s Boot of the Year. Lace up the TeamID Lara LTD and send it with style.

CTF  572317-2000/9635 S3  572316-2000/9635

SIZE  21.0–28.0

CUSTOM THERMO FIT 
LINER (CTF)

SIZE  21.0–28.0

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

WOMEN 
SPECIFIC

LIMITED 
EDITION
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DESIGN
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essential blackTEAMID Team Favorite

As versatile as it is dependable, the TeamID is a freestyle fiend. With a mid-soft flex and clean 
design, this freestyle boot is perfect for riders who want out-of-the-box comfort but still demand 
support. Equipped with L3 lacing—our most advanced and versatile speed lacing system—the 
TeamID offers enhanced heelhold and exceptional board control. Its grippy Skate Flex sole further 
improves boardfeel. For a truly custom fit, the TeamID features DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner and Free-
style Tongue. And thanks to their new designs, the boot’s tongue handle and Power Strap make it 
easier than ever to slip on the TeamID and adjust its fit. It’s no wonder that the TeamID has quickly 
become the boot of choice among DEELUXE team riders and that Whitelines crowned it the Best 
Unisex Snowboard Boot of 2022-2023. Lace up the TeamID and send it with style.

S3  572227-1000/9081

SIZE  22.0–33.0

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)
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oliveTEAMID

S3  572318-1000/8632

SIZE  22.0–31.0

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

Team Favorite

As versatile as it is dependable, the TeamID is a freestyle fiend. With a mid-soft flex and clean 
design, this freestyle boot is perfect for riders who want out-of-the-box comfort but still demand 
support. Equipped with L3 lacing—our most advanced and versatile speed lacing system—the 
TeamID offers enhanced heelhold and exceptional board control. Its grippy Skate Flex sole further 
improves boardfeel. For a truly custom fit, the TeamID features DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner and Free-
style Tongue. And thanks to their new designs, the boot’s tongue handle and Power Strap make it 
easier than ever to slip on the TeamID and adjust its fit. It’s no wonder that the TeamID has quickly 
become the boot of choice among DEELUXE team riders and that Whitelines crowned it the Best 
Unisex Snowboard Boot of 2022-2023. Lace up the TeamID and send it with style.
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essential blackTEAMID LARA Super Charged

S3  572243-2000/9081

SIZE  21.0–28.0

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

Some things are too good to ignore—like the TeamID Lara. Through the years, it’s garnered tre-
mendous attention and emerged as a favorite among our female riders. With a mid-soft flex, this 
freestyle boot is perfect for riders who want out-of-the-box comfort but still demand support. 
The TeamID Lara’s L3 lacing—which is DEELUXE’s most advanced and versatile speed lacing system—
provides exceptional board control and heelhold. Especially grippy, its Skate Flex sole delivers 
incredible boardfeel. And to further maximize comfort and performance, we’ve infused the TeamID 
Lara with our Stage 3 liner and Freestyle Tongue. It’s no wonder Whitelines Magazine has pre- 
viously honored this boot as the Best Women’s Boot of the Year. Drop into comfort and send it with 
style.

WOMEN 
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candyTEAMID LARA
S3  572319-2000/9864

SIZE  21.0–28.0

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

Super Charged

Some things are too good to ignore—like the TeamID Lara. Through the years, it’s garnered tre-
mendous attention and emerged as a favorite among our female riders. With a mid-soft flex, this 
freestyle boot is perfect for riders who want out-of-the-box comfort but still demand support. 
The TeamID Lara’s L3 lacing—which is DEELUXE’s most advanced and versatile speed lacing system—
provides exceptional board control and heelhold. Especially grippy, its Skate Flex sole delivers 
incredible boardfeel. And to further maximize comfort and performance, we’ve infused the TeamID 
Lara with our Stage 3 liner and Freestyle Tongue. It’s no wonder Whitelines Magazine has pre- 
viously honored this boot as the Best Women’s Boot of the Year. Drop into comfort and send it with 
style.
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sunflowerTEAMID LARA
S3  572319-2000/3620

SIZE  21.0–28.0

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

Super Charged

Some things are too good to ignore—like the TeamID Lara. Through the years, it’s garnered tre-
mendous attention and emerged as a favorite among our female riders. With a mid-soft flex, this 
freestyle boot is perfect for riders who want out-of-the-box comfort but still demand support. 
The TeamID Lara’s L3 lacing—which is DEELUXE’s most advanced and versatile speed lacing system—
provides exceptional board control and heelhold. Especially grippy, its Skate Flex sole delivers 
incredible boardfeel. And to further maximize comfort and performance, we’ve infused the TeamID 
Lara with our Stage 3 liner and Freestyle Tongue. It’s no wonder Whitelines Magazine has pre- 
viously honored this boot as the Best Women’s Boot of the Year. Drop into comfort and send it with 
style.
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woodlandID Legendary Performance

Since its inception, the ID has been a team favorite—and one of our best-selling boots. By blending 
a timeless design with inspired technology, it provides exceptional comfort and performance from 
first chair to last. The ID’s Pro Flex construction creates the perfect blend of flex and stability  
while its grippy Skate Flex sole offers enhanced boardfeel. The boot’s Sidekick technology uses 
two reinforcing elements—one lateral and one medial—to maximize the transmission of power. 
This allows you to transition from edge-to-edge faster and delivers a snappier ride, giving you better
pop when ollieing. For a truly custom fit, the boot features DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner and Freestyle 
Tongue. It’s no wonder Japan’s Freerun magazine recently honored it with a Best Gear Award, naming
it one of the premier freestyle boots. Slay the whole mountain with the ID.

S3  572320-1000/9640

SIZE  22.0–31.0

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)
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zansetsuID
S3  572320-1000/9641

SIZE  22.0–31.0

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

Legendary Performance

Since its inception, the ID has been a team favorite—and one of our best-selling boots. By blending 
a timeless design with inspired technology, it provides exceptional comfort and performance from 
first chair to last. The ID’s Pro Flex construction creates the perfect blend of flex and stability whi-
le its grippy Skate Flex sole offers enhanced boardfeel. The boot’s Sidekick technology uses two 
reinforcing elements—one lateral and one medial—to maximize the transmission of power. This 
allows you to transition from edge-to-edge faster and delivers a snappier ride, giving you better 
pop when ollieing. For a truly custom fit, the boot features DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner and Freestyle 
Tongue. It’s no wonder Japan’s Freerun magazine recently honored it with a Best Gear Award, na-
ming it one of the premier freestyle boots. Slay the whole mountain with the ID.
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orionID LARA Legendary Performance

Female-driven and park-proven, the ID Lara blends a clean design with inspired technology. No 
wonder the ID series is a favorite among our team riders. Completely reimagined and armed with 
a new silhouette, the ID Lara features a construction based around a softer shell that offers an 
unrivaled fit. For the perfect combination of flex and stability, the ID Lara sports DEELUXE’s Pro 
Flex construction while its grippy Skate Flex sole enhances boardfeel. To further boost perfor-
mance and comfort, we’ve infused the ID Lara with our Stage 3 liner and Freestyle Tongue. Its new, 
asymmetrical Power Strap covers more of the tongue, which enhances response and enables you 
to better adjust the fit and flex of the boot. And a refined tongue handle makes it especially easy to 
put on and take off the ID Lara. Get ready to hide these from your friends.

S3  572321-2000/9642

SIZE  21.0–28.0

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

NEW 
MODEL

WOMEN 
SPECIFIC
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orionID LARA BOA A New Best Friend

If your dreams are filled with park lines, perfect turns, and hot laps with friends, DEELUXE’s  
ID Lara BOA wants your number. Inspired by our team-driven and best-selling ID collection of boots,
this female-specific freestyle boot features a construction based around a softer shell for an un-
rivaled fit and a forgiving ride. Its BOA® Fit System cradles the contours of your foot for exceptional
comfort and response. This all-new BOA® M+2 design offers enhanced durability and is paired with
a refined asymmetrical Power Strap to provide effortless adjustments that allow you to attain the
perfect fit. For the optimal combination of flex and stability, the ID Lara BOA sports DEELUXE’s Pro 
Flex construction while its grippy Skate Flex sole enhances boardfeel. To further boost performance
and comfort, we’ve infused the ID Lara BOA with our Stage 3 liner and Freestyle Tongue. And an all-
new tongue handle makes it especially easy to put on and take off the ID Lara BOA. Consider DEELUXE’s
ID Lara BOA your new best friend.

S3  572322-2000/9642

SIZE  21.0–28.0

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

NEW 
MODEL

WOMEN 
SPECIFIC
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black/whiteID LITE Performance for the People

When it’s time to elevate your game–without breaking the bank–you can depend on DEELUXE’s  
ID Lite. As the newest addition to our team-driven and best-selling ID collection of boots, it offers 
legendary performance in a streamlined design that showcases a softer flex. The ID Lite’s Pro Flex 
construction provides the perfect blend of flex and stability while its grippy Skate Flex sole deli-
vers exceptional boardfeel. And thanks to the ID Lite’s Stage 2 liner and Freestyle Tongue, the boot
offers a forgiving flex that helps fuel your progression. Up the ante–not your life savings–with 
DEELUXE’s ID Lite.

S2  572233-1000/9400

SIZE  22.0–31.0

STAGE 2 LINER (S2)

U N I S E X NEW 
MODEL
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purple hazeDNA PRO Pro Performance in a Soft Flex

Whether hot lapping the park, sessioning side hits with friends, or exploring spots throughout the 
city, many riders crave a boot with a softer flex. Armed with this belief, we created the DNA Pro. 
With a look and feel inspired by a trusted pair of sneakers, this premium freestyle boot caters to 
the needs of riders who spend their days jibbing and lapping the park. Combining the best of both 
worlds, its traditional laces offer a classic ride and clean appearance while the boot’s BOA® Fit System
allows you to quickly and effortlessly attain a precise fit in the heel and ankle area. This all-new 
BOA® M+2 design also offers greater impact resistance. And to further enhance response, a second
Power Strap secures the forefoot and gives a nod to the look of classic sneakers. DEELUXE’s 
Double Back offers additional protection from binding abrasions and boosts control and precision. 
It also showcases a unique design that pays homage to 1996–the year DEELUXE made its debut. 
The boot’s Freestyle Tongue is paired with a grippy Skate Flex sole to directly transfer power and 
maximize boardfeel. 

S3  572323-1000/1042

SIZE  22.0–31.0

STAGE 3 LINER (S3)

U N I S E X NEW 
MODEL
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team whiteDNA Get Hooked

With a look and feel inspired by a trusted pair of sneakers, the DNA has quickly emerged as a 
favorite among riders who spend their days jibbing and lapping the park. With a slightly softer flex, 
the DNA pairs out-of-the-box comfort with all of the features you need to have a great day slaying 
the slopes or seeking out kickers and rails. Combining the best of both worlds, its traditional laces 
offer a classic ride and clean appearance while the boot’s BOA® Fit System allows you to quickly 
and effortlessly attain a precise fit in the heel and ankle area. This all-new BOA® M+2 design also 
offers greater impact resistance. A redesigned Power Strap delivers additional support at the shin 
to further enhance response while a tongue handle makes it incredibly easy to put on and take off 
the DNA. Especially thin, the boot’s deconstructed-style Jib Tongue is paired with a grippy Skate 
Flex sole to directly transfer power and maximize boardfeel. And thanks to its Stage 2 liner, the boot
provides an impressive ride from day one. The only downside? The DNA is so comfortable you 
might forget you’re wearing it long after you step off the snow.

S2  572231-1000/4023

SIZE  21.0–33.0

STAGE 2 LINER (S2)

U N I S E X
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larkDNA
S2  572324-1000/9638

SIZE  21.0–31.0

STAGE 2 LINER (S2)

Get Hooked

With a look and feel inspired by a trusted pair of sneakers, the DNA has quickly emerged as a 
favorite among riders who spend their days jibbing and lapping the park. With a slightly softer flex, 
the DNA pairs out-of-the-box comfort with all of the features you need to have a great day slaying 
the slopes or seeking out kickers and rails. Combining the best of both worlds, its traditional laces 
offer a classic ride and clean appearance while the boot’s BOA® Fit System allows you to quickly 
and effortlessly attain a precise fit in the heel and ankle area. This all-new BOA® M+2 design also 
offers greater impact resistance. A redesigned Power Strap delivers additional support at the shin 
to further enhance response while a tongue handle makes it incredibly easy to put on and take off 
the DNA. Especially thin, the boot’s deconstructed-style Jib Tongue is paired with a grippy Skate 
Flex sole to directly transfer power and maximize boardfeel. And thanks to its Stage 2 liner, the boot
provides an impressive ride from day one. The only downside? The DNA is so comfortable you 
might forget you’re wearing it long after you step off the snow.
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trapDNA
S2  572324-1000/9690

SIZE  21.0–31.0

STAGE 2 LINER (S2)

Get Hooked

With a look and feel inspired by a trusted pair of sneakers, the DNA has quickly emerged as a 
favorite among riders who spend their days jibbing and lapping the park. With a slightly softer flex, 
the DNA pairs out-of-the-box comfort with all of the features you need to have a great day slaying 
the slopes or seeking out kickers and rails. Combining the best of both worlds, its traditional laces 
offer a classic ride and clean appearance while the boot’s BOA® Fit System allows you to quickly 
and effortlessly attain a precise fit in the heel and ankle area. This all-new BOA® M+2 design also 
offers greater impact resistance. A redesigned Power Strap delivers additional support at the shin 
to further enhance response while a tongue handle makes it incredibly easy to put on and take off 
the DNA. Especially thin, the boot’s deconstructed-style Jib Tongue is paired with a grippy Skate 
Flex sole to directly transfer power and maximize boardfeel. And thanks to its Stage 2 liner, the boot
provides an impressive ride from day one. The only downside? The DNA is so comfortable you 
might forget you’re wearing it long after you step off the snow.
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day dreamerDNA
S2  572324-1000/9691

SIZE  21.0–31.0

STAGE 2 LINER (S2)

Get Hooked

With a look and feel inspired by a trusted pair of sneakers, the DNA has quickly emerged as a 
favorite among riders who spend their days jibbing and lapping the park. With a slightly softer flex, 
the DNA pairs out-of-the-box comfort with all of the features you need to have a great day slaying 
the slopes or seeking out kickers and rails. Combining the best of both worlds, its traditional laces 
offer a classic ride and clean appearance while the boot’s BOA® Fit System allows you to quickly 
and effortlessly attain a precise fit in the heel and ankle area. This all-new BOA® M+2 design also 
offers greater impact resistance. A redesigned Power Strap delivers additional support at the shin 
to further enhance response while a tongue handle makes it incredibly easy to put on and take off 
the DNA. Especially thin, the boot’s deconstructed-style Jib Tongue is paired with a grippy Skate 
Flex sole to directly transfer power and maximize boardfeel. And thanks to its Stage 2 liner, the boot
provides an impressive ride from day one. The only downside? The DNA is so comfortable you 
might forget you’re wearing it long after you step off the snow.
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blackROUGH DIAMOND Next Generation

Just because groms have small feet doesn’t mean they can’t go big. The Rough Diamond channels 
DEELUXE’s legendary quality and technology into a kid-specific design and construction. With 
an emphasis on comfort and performance, this boot accelerates progression. It also delivers no 
shortage of style thanks to the legendary artwork of former DEELUXE pro TJ Schneider. Especially 
easy to get in and out of, the boot features a refined Power Strap and the BOA® Fit System for a 
fast, effortless, precision fit. Its tried and tested Stage 1 liner offers plenty of comfort and warmth 
so kids can enjoy the slopes even longer. The Rough Diamond is also designed to accommodate a 
grom’s rapid growth. Because the BOA® Fit System and Stage 1 liner cradle the contours of the foot 
especially well and provide exceptional heelhold, we recommend purchasing the Rough Diamond 
one size larger than a child’s current boot size. This affords room to grow without compromising 
the boot’s fit or performance. After all, the next generation of shredders deserves the best.

S1  572029-3000/9110

SIZE  16.0–22.0; 22.5–25.0

STAGE 1 LINER (S1)

U N I S E X ARTWORK BY 
TJ SCHNEIDER
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iceROUGH DIAMOND
Young rippers need a boot worthy of their ambitions. Guided by this belief, we’ve infused the 
Rough Diamond Ice with pro-level performance. Inspired by our legendary TeamID LTD, it delivers
no shortage of style thanks to its reflective prints and translucent ice-themed sole. Its BOA® Fit 
System offers exceptional durability and allows groms to quickly and effortlessly adjust their boots
to attain the perfect fit. A redesigned Power Strap provides additional support at the shin while a 
tongue handle makes it especially easy for kids to put on and take off the boot. Its tried and tested 
Stage 1 liner offers plenty of comfort and warmth so kids can enjoy the slopes even longer. The 
Rough Diamond Ice is also designed to accommodate a grom’s rapid growth. Because the BOA® Fit 
System and Stage 1 liner cradle the contours of the foot especially well and provide exceptional 
heelhold, we recommend purchasing the Rough Diamond Ice one size larger than a child’s current 
boot size. This affords room to grow without compromising the boot’s fit or performance. After all, 
the next generation of shredders deserves the best.

S1  572324-3000/3800

SIZE  16.0–22.0; 22.5–25.0

STAGE 1 LINER (S1)

Next Generation

U N I S E X NEW 
MODEL
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blackFOOTLOOSE 2 Next Level Powsurfing

At DEELUXE, we’re guided by a commitment to continual refinement. And this is especially evident 
in the Footloose 2. After debuting the world’s first boot dedicated to powsurfing and noboarding—
the Footloose—to rave reviews, we immediately began soliciting feedback from the powsurf com-
munity on how we can evolve the boot and further support those who love to ride without bindings. 
This led to the creation of the Footloose 2, a boot born from a desire to bring a completely new 
look and feel to powsurfing. It sports a proven powsurf-specific liner that enhances both foothold 
and mobility, affording better board control and making it especially easy to initiate smooth turns. 
We’ve also repositioned the lacing for even greater heelhold. And a double-lasted toe cap boosts 
durability while offering additional grip for those looking to ollie and infuse their riding with skate-
inspired tricks. Welcome to a completely new powsurfing experience.

SIZE  5.0–13.0

SURF LINER (SL)

U N I S E X

SL  562100-1000/9110
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blackRENTAL BOA FOCUS Rental Royalty

The backcountry is the perfect canvas for pushing boundaries—especially when it comes to deve-
loping boots. Guided by this belief, we’ve worked with Xavier de Le Rue to reimagine his signature 
model—and the result is nothing short of revolutionary. Built around a new hiking last, the XV 
features a significantly smaller footprint, a lighter design, and a neutral profile optimized for skin-
ning, hiking, and riding. For unrivaled traction, the boot also boasts a Vibram Eastridge sole. And to 
ensure it can withstand the harshest conditions, the XV features TPU welding throughout the shell,
a rubber rand that protects the front of the boot, and an innovative waterproof and breathable 
membrane. Drop in and never look back with DEELUXE’s XV.

572085-1000/9110

SIZE  20.0–33.0

RENTAL LINER (R2)

U N I S E X
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571287-1000/9110572086-1000/9110

571385-1000/9110571185-1000/9110

20.0–33.022.0–33.0

20.0–33.022.0–33.0

blackblack

blackblack

GAMMA BOA R1ALPHA BOA C3 R

OMEGA LACE RDELTA BOA R
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T- DEL   552304-1000/9874

HB Stage 10  552305-1000/9874

Shell only 552306-1000/9874 
 

T- DEL   22.0–31.0

HB Stage 10  22.0–31.5

Shell only 22.0–31.5 
 

T- DEL   24.0–30.0

HB Stage 10  24.0–30.5

Shell only 24.0–30.5 
 

black / gunmetal black / greyTRACK 700 TRACK 325
Sometimes, one boot does it all. Both weekend warriors and 
racers looking for a forgiving flex back the Track 325. Thanks to 
a range of optional tongues, you can customize the boot for a 
stiffer flex. With the Track 325, it’s always a good time to ride.

It’s time to demand more from a boot—and luckily, the Track 700 
is here to help. Designed for riders who want performance in a 
fluid yet firm flex, it sports an asymmetrical shell with scre-
wed canting and buckles. The Track 700 is ready to stand atop 
the podium.

T- DEL   552310-1000/3936

HB Stage 10  552311-1000/3936

Shell only 552312-1000/3936 
 

UP
GRADED 
DESIGN

U N I S E X
UP

GRADED 
DESIGN

U N I S E X
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ITEM-NR.

ITEM-NR.

AVAILABLE  SIZES

COLOR 

COLOR

AVAILABLE  SIZES

10
5

541900-1000/9110

541901-1000/9110

S / M / L

M / L

DLX
CONNECTOR 

DLX INTEC
CONNECTOR

BLACK

BLACK

RACE TONGUE 70+  
(SYMMETRISCH)*

ITEM–NR. 501503-1000/9250
COLOR ORANGE

ITEM–NR.  501503-1000/9825
COLOR GREEN

ITEM–NR.  501721-1000/9110
COLOR BLACK

 
SIZE S/M/L

ITEM–NR. 541902-1000/9110
COLOR BLACK 
SIZE ONE SIZE

DLX INTEC ADAPTER

BOOSTER STRAP

ITEM–NR. 501501-1000/3935
COLOR BLACK /ORANGE 
UNIT 1 PAIR

ITEM–NR. 53500-1000/9110
SIZE S/M/L

LACE TRIM /
HEEL HARNESS

OVEN 220 / 110 V

OVEN 220 V 561130-1000/9080
OVEN 110 V 561135-1000/9080
SIZE 52 x 37 x 45 CM
UNIT 1 PIECE

RACE TONGUE 60+  
(SYMMETRISCH)* 

ITEM–NR. 501800-1000/9080
COLOR RED

ITEM–NR.  501800-1000/9010
COLOR BLUE

ITEM–NR.  501800-1000/9110
COLOR BLACK

 
SIZE S/M/L

ITEM–NR. 541760-1000/9110
COLOR BLACK 
UNIT SET

LINER PRECISION 
FIT PADS

HB STAGE 10  
LINER

ITEM–NR. 532320-1000/9110
COLOR BLACK 
SIZE 22.0 - 31.5

RACE TONGUE 70+  
(ASYMMETRISCH)*

ITEM–NR. 501100-1000/9080
COLOR RED 
SIZE S/M/L

ITEM–NR. 541702-1000/9110
COLOR BLACK 
UNIT SET

TOE CAPS

ITEM–NR. 53820-1000/1507
COLOR GREY 
SIZE 22.0 - 31.0

HB THERMO  
LINER DEL 

* TRACK 425/325/225 * TRACK 425/325/225* TRACK 700
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FLEX CONSTRUCTION

Carve Flex

Cosmic Flex

Free Flex

Custom Flex

Pro Flex

Asym Flex

Sidekick Sidekick Pro

Powerstrap

LACE 
SMART® LINERS 

Stage 3 Liner

Stage 2 LinerStage 1 Liner
Custom Thermo 
Fit Liner

Stage 4 Liner

LACE SMART® 

Girl Power 
Handle

SHELL
CONSTRUCTION 

Rockguard

Backwelt

SOLES 

Remedy Sole

Quantum Sole Rise by Bloom

Vibram Sole Battle Sole 

Skate Flex Sole Jib Tongue

Flex Booster

FLEX CONSTRUCTION 

Freestyle Tongue

Freeride Tongue

Extra Long 
Stride System Pro

Stay on Strack 
System

LINER
The DEELUXE Liner Concept

Whether you’re sessioning the 
streets, lapping the bunny hill, or 
dropping first descents, your boots 
play an essential role in shaping your 
time on the snow—and your liners 
serve as the foundation of it all. 
Guided by this belief, we’ve leve-
raged our experience pioneering and 
continually refining thermo custom 
fitting to completely reimagine the 
philosophy, design, and construction 
of our liners. Combining the best of 
both worlds, all of DEELUXE’s adult 
liners are thermomoldable while 
also offering our legendary out-of-
the-box comfort. And each liner 
is purpose-driven and tailored to 
a distinct riding style, perfectly 
complementing the diverse boots in 
our collection. It’s time to demand 
more—elevate your game and your 
expectations with DEELUXE’s inno-
vative liners.

SHELL
CONSTRUCTION 

Thermoblock

D-Tex 
Membrane

Backbone Backwelt

Deep Days 
Membran

DEELUXE’s Heel Harness Pro enables your heel and ankle to transmit maximum power 
and efficiently initiate turns. Available as an accessory, this super-charged Heel Harness 
and its exoskeleton deliver an unrivaled fit at the ankle area, exceptional support, and 
unsurpassed heelhold. Whereas ankle closures integrated into a boot’s shell or liner allocate 
pressure in a single zone, this external heel harness enfolds the entire ankle area for 
exceptional comfort and performance. Be one with your boots—lace up with DEELUXE’s Heel 
Harness Pro and take your riding to the next level.

HEEL HARNESS PRO

The next generation 
of riders deserve the 
best—and DEELUXE is 
here to help. Desig-

ned specifically for children’s feet, 
our Stage 1 liner offers exceptional 
comfort and performance straight out 
of the box. It also keeps feet incredibly 
warm. And with a design that’s as 
simple as it is elegant, this liner makes 
it especially easy for kids to put on and 
take off their boots. Thanks to DEE-
LUXE’s Stage 1 liner, groms can keep 

STAGE 1

Consider it love at first 
sight—or first fit. With 
an emphasis on com-
fort, DEELUXE’s Stage 2 

liner offers an unsurpassed out-of-the 
box fit. Inspired by DEELUXE’s iconic 
Comfort Flex liner, it sports a fresh 
highback shape to enhance heelhold 
and performance. And for a custom 
fit, the liner can also be thermomol-
ded. Whether it’s your first day of the 
season or your hundredth, the Stage 
2 liner shares your passion and fuels 

STAGE 2

The next generation 
of riders deserve the 
best—and DEELUXE is 
here to help. Desig-

ned specifically for children’s feet, 
our Stage 1 liner offers exceptional 
comfort and performance straight out 
of the box. It also keeps feet incredibly 
warm. And with a design that’s as 
simple as it is elegant, this liner makes 
it especially easy for kids to put on and 
take off their boots. Thanks to DEE-
LUXE’s Stage 1 liner, groms can keep 
smiling and progressing from first 
chair to last.

STAGE 1

Consider it love at first 
sight—or first fit. With 
an emphasis on com-
fort, DEELUXE’s Stage 2 

liner offers an unsurpassed out-of-the 
box fit. Inspired by DEELUXE’s iconic 
Comfort Flex liner, it sports a fresh 
highback shape to enhance heelhold 
and performance. And for a custom 
fit, the liner can also be thermomol-
ded. Whether it’s your first day of the 
season or your hundredth, the Stage 
2 liner shares your passion and fuels 
your progression.

STAGE 2

To lead, one must innovate—and DEELUXE’s Custom Thermo Fit liner charges 
into the future. With fresh technology and a sophisticated design, it makes 
its debut as the best custom fit liner in the game. With a precisely tailored 
anatomical design and an advanced perforated foam, it cradles the contours 

of your foot while maximizing performance. For the perfect blend of warmth and breatha-
bility, the perforated foam also aids in regulating temperature. The Heel Harness Pro and 
its exoskeleton deliver an unrivaled fit at the ankle and exceptional support. And thanks to a 
deep heel pocket and an ankle zone with mesh that’s especially grippy, the Custom Thermo 
Fit liner provides unsurpassed heelhold. To customize the liner’s fit even further, it can be 
thermomolded with DEELUXE’s Liner Precision Fit Pads. 
No wonder the Custom Thermo Fit Liner stands to be a favorite among riders and bootfit-
ters alike. Reimagine what ’s possible with DEELUXE’s Custom Thermo Fit liner.

CUSTOM THERMO FIT LINER

When it ’s time to eleva-
te your game, lace up 
with DEELUXE’s Stage 
3 liner. To maximize com-

fort and performance, it sports a design 
inspired by DEELUXE’s legendary Thermo 
Flex liner, which previously served as 
the gold standard in snowboarding for 
ther-momoldable boots. Raising the bar 
even higher, the Stage 3 liner offers 
an excellent fit straight out of the box 
and can easily be thermomolded at 
your local DEELUXE dealer for a truly 
custom fit. For enhanced comfort, 
the liner also features a roomier toe 
box with a four-way-stretch material 
that can be thermomolded with or 
without toe caps. And to further boost 
performance, the liner’s external heel 
harness cradles your foot to provide 
exceptional heelhold and quick and 
secure lacing. Drop in and never look 

STAGE 3

Hold nothing back with 
DEELUXE’s Stage 4 liner. 
Featured in some of the
finest boots in our col-

lection, this premium liner delivers an 
unprecedented out-of-the-box fit. With 
a precisely tailored anatomical design 
and a refined heel pocket, the liner 
hugs the contours of your foot while 
maximizing performance. An external 
heel harness further cradles your foot 
while providing exceptional heelhold, 
as well as quick and secure lacing. For 
additional comfort, the Stage 4 liner 
sports a roomier toe box with a four-
way stretch material. The freshly-de-
signed back panel further enhances 
the liner’s fit while optimizing support. 
And for an unsurpassed custom fit, the 
liner can be thermofitted—with or wit-
hout toe caps. Unleash your potential 

STAGE 4

When it ’s time to eleva-
te your game, lace up 
with DEELUXE’s Stage 3 
liner. To maximize com-

fort and performance, it sports a design 
inspired by DEELUXE’s legendary Thermo 
Flex liner, which previously served as 
the gold standard in snowboarding for 
ther-momoldable boots. Raising the bar 
even higher, the Stage 3 liner offers 
an excellent fit straight out of the box 
and can easily be thermomolded at 
your local DEELUXE dealer for a truly 
custom fit. For enhanced comfort, 
the liner also features a roomier toe 
box with a four-way-stretch material 
that can be thermomolded with or 
without toe caps. And to further boost 
performance, the liner’s external heel 
harness cradles your foot to provide 
exceptional heelhold and quick and 
secure lacing. Drop in and never look 
back with DEELUXE’s Stage 3 liner.

STAGE 3

Hold nothing back with 
DEELUXE’s Stage 4 liner. 
Featured in some of the
finest boots in our col-

lection, this premium liner delivers an 
unprecedented out-of-the-box fit. With 
a precisely tailored anatomical design 
and a refined heel pocket, the liner 
hugs the contours of your foot while 
maximizing performance. An external 
heel harness further cradles your foot 
while providing exceptional heelhold, 
as well as quick and secure lacing. For 
additional comfort, the Stage 4 liner 
sports a roomier toe box with a four-
way stretch material. The freshly-de-
signed back panel further enhances 
the liner’s fit while optimizing support. 
And for an unsurpassed custom fit, the 
liner can be thermofitted—with or wit-
hout toe caps. Unleash your potential 
with DEELUXE’s Stage 4 liner.

STAGE 4

LACE SMART® 

L3

L2L1

Traditional LacingBoa® Fit System

L3 Boa

L3 BoA®
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This system evaluates 
a boot’s flex—the higher 
the number, the stiffer 
the boot.  

This design pairs a stif-
fer flex on the outside 
of the boot with a softer 
flex on its inside for the 

perfect blend of power and comfort. It 
also improves edge-to-edge transitions 
and control while reducing strain on 
the knees. The Asym Flex provides a 
truly unique riding experience.

ASYM FLEXCUSTOM FLEX

Additional reinforce-
ments in the ankle 
area stiffen the boot’s 
flex, making it ideal for 

progressive freestyle and powerful 
carving.

Designed for freesty-
lers who demand pre-
mium performance, this 
construction creates 

a defined flex zone in the boot’s joint 
area. This eliminates bulging and ma-
ximizes support, creating the perfect 
blend of flex and stability.

PRO FLEXCARVE FLEX

Thanks to forefoot and 
shaft panels that over-
lap near the heel of the 
shell, this construction 

creates a supportive, surf-like flex.

Designed for binding-
less riding, this flex 
offers an unrivaled 
range of motion. Free 

your feet and surf the snow.

COSMIC FLEXFREE FLEX

FLEX & TONGUES
Flex Construction

Your boots should complement your 
riding. Guided by this belief, we 
created our Flex Construction. Each 
boot we make features a design and 
flex that is carefully tailored to a 
specific riding style. 
This ensures that no matter how you 
approach the mountain, your heels 
stay snugly in place and your boots 
effectively transfer power.

LACING

This system evaluates a boot’s flex—the 
higher the number, the stiffer the boot.  

FLEX RATE

It’s time to meet your new 
partner in progression—
DEELUXE’s Sidekick Pro. 
Building on the success of 

the Sidekick, this supercharged version 
uses a high-frequency welding process 
to fuse lateral and medial reinforcing ele-
ments to the boot’s shell. This creates an 
especially snappy ride that provides light-
ning-fast transitions from edge to edge 
and exceptional pop when ollieing. And by 
offering additional security, it reduces 
the likelihood of rolling your ankle. When 
it’s time to charge hard, the Sidekick Pro 
loves to throw down.

SIDEKICK PRO

This reinforced panel 
cradles the back of 
the boot to maximize 
durability and enhance 
response.

BACKBONE

Good things are worth 
doubling down on—for 
proof, look no further 
than DEELUXE’s Double 

Back. This reinforced rubber highback 
at the boot’s heel zone enhances du-
rability by offering protection from bin-
ding abrasions. It also stiffens the boot 
to boost response and adheres better 
to a binding’s high-back. By improving 
the interface between the boot and 
binding, the Double Back reduces move-
ment between them, offering greater 
control and precision. Don’t look back—
just charge forward with DEELUXE’s 
Double Back.

DOUBLE BACK

Our most advanced and 
versatile speed lacing 
system provides three 
different lacing zones 

using two clasps and two handles. One 
handle allows the boot to cradle your 
foot and calf while the other handle 
secures the ankle and heel. Thanks 
to these separate zones, the boot an-
chors your heel for a refined fit that 
enhances energy transmission.

L3

Traditional lacing 
provides a classic look 
and feel. 

TRADITIONAL LACING

The L1 lacing system 
provides a quick and 
easy way to close and 
adjust your boots. One 

handle, one clasp, and one pull is all it 
takes.  

L1

The L2 lacing system 
not only provides a 
quick and easy way to 
secure your boots, it 

also helps you precisely adjust two 
separate lacing zones—the foot and 
the calf. One handle and clasp close the 
upper part of the boot while another 
handle and clasp close the lower part. 
A pull on each handle secures your 
foot, allowing you to powerfully and 
precisely transfer energy to your 
board.

L2

Dial in to a fast, 
effortless, precision 
fit with the BOA® Fit 
System, which delivers 

more explosive action and unparalleled 
accuracy. Boots with a dual zone BOA® 
configuration provide zonal adjustabili-
ty so you can create a truly customized 
fit for even longer days on the hill. The 
BOA® Fit System is engineered with 
high quality, durable materials and 
rigorously field tested—guaranteed to 
perform under the toughest conditions.

BOA® FIT SYSTEM

Consider it a match 
made in heaven—or at 
least on the snow. To 
create a next-level fit 

that’s especially precise, we’ve teamed 
up with BOA® to develop our new L3 
BOA®. This fresh design combines the 
advantages of our proven L3 lacing 
system with the signature perfor-
mance of the BOA® Fit System. Thanks 
to this revolutionary pairing of L3 and 
BOA®, you can separately and precisely 
adjust the foot and calf area of your 
boot with one dial and secure the ankle 
and heel area with a second dial light-
ning fast. Powerful and precise, the L3 
BOA® delivers exceptional performance 
without compromising comfort. Throw 
down in confidence with the L3 BOA®.

L3 BOA®

L3 BoA®

Especially convenient 
and easy to operate, 
DEELUXE’s Girl Power 
handles are the perfect 

complement to the lacing systems on 
our women’s boots. These rein-forced 
handles allow you to adjust a boot’s fit 
and performance with minimal effort.

GIRL POWER HANDLES

This strap provides 
extra support for your 
shin to enhance your 
boot’s response.

POWERSTRAP
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THE DEELUXE TONGUE FLEX 
CONCEPT

A boot’s tongue plays a crucial role 
in shaping its flex—yet it’s often 
overlooked. To maximize perfor-
mance and comfort, we’ve comple-
tely redesigned the tongue of our 
boots, tailoring them to the terrain 
and riding style for which each mo-
del is designed. With a nod to skate 
shoes—which offer a slew of tongue 
and padding options to meet one’s 
personal preferences—we’ve care-
fully developed each tongue around 
the unique demands of our boots and 
the riders who rock them.

SHELL CONSTRUCTION

For enhanced comfort 
and longer strides when 
skinning, this system 
extends the range of 

motion available at the rear of the 
boot. Simply put, it helps you get up the 
mountain faster—and with less effort.

XLS

Make no compromi-
ses—that’s the motto 
of DEELUXE’s XLS Pro 
system. Designed to 

excel at hiking, skinning, and riding, it 
features two BOA® dials that allow you 
to independently adjust the upper and 
lower zones of the boot. This zonal fit 
creates both a hike and a ride mode—
and ensures you can readily transition 
between them. When ascending, unlock 
the upper BOA® dial to allow your leg to 
move within the boot. This, combi-
ned with a flexible flap on the back, 
maximizes your range of motion and 
affords the comfort of a hiking boot. 
And when it’s time to ride, lock both 
BOA® dials for exceptional control and 
response. There’s no better way to get 
up—and get down—than DEELUXE’s XLS 
Pro system.

XLS PRO

In the backcountry, a 
boot’s ability to keep 
your feet warm and dry 
is just as important as 

its performance. Guided by this belief, 
we created our Deep Days membrane. 
Waterproof and breathable, it features 
a full membrane that extends throug-
hout the entirety of the boot. And for 
exceptional comfort and additional pro-
tection from the elements, its sock-like 
design wraps around the liner and foot 
and closes at the shin to function as a 
gaiter. Dream bigger and push further 
with DEELUXE’s Deep Days membrane.

DEEP DAYS MEMBRANE

Thanks to DEELUXE’s 
Stay on Track system, 
there’s no need to shun 
sidehilling. Armed with 

a lateral and a medial reinforcing ele-
ment, it provides exceptional leverage 
and stability when traversing sidehills. 
And even when skinning in hike mode, 
the system can deliver tremendous 
control and response. It can also be 
connected to a highback using the 
touring strap that comes with many 
splitboard bindings. Say goodbye to 
all of your skintrack fears and sidehill 
slips with DEELUXE’s Stay on Track 
system.

STAY ON TRACK SYSTEM

This layer of rubber 
wraps around the 
toe box and sides of 
the boot, maximizing 

durability by providing protection from 
rocks and ice.

ROCKGUARD

The plastic backwelt 
features a grooved heel 
for rocking semiauto-
matic crampons.

BACKWELT

Like a space blanket for 
your feet, this reflec-
tive insert maximizes 
warmth.

THERMO BLOCK

Waterproof and breat-
hable, this membrane 
ensures feet stay warm 
and dry.

D-TEX

FLEX RATE +2 
Thanks to its stiffer flex, the Flex Boos-
ter 2K enhances a boot’s support and 
response significantly by increasing its 
flex rating by two points. With the Flex 
Booster 2K, you can enhance your per-
formance—without breaking the law.

FLEX BOOSTER 2K

FLEX RATE +1 
Firm yet somewhat forgiving, the Flex 
Booster 1K enables you to customize a 
boot’s flex and support. It makes a boot 
slightly stiffer and more responsive by 
increasing its flex rating by one point. 
Forget the gym—get the results you 
need with the Flex Booster 1K.

FLEX BOOSTER 1K

DEELUXE’s Freeride 
Tongue is a smooth ope-
rator. Especially plush, 
it maximizes comfort 

and cushioning while also enhancing 
durability. At home exploring the 
entire mountain, it loves to lay down 
turns that are especially smooth. And 
for a truly custom ride, the Freeride 
Tongue sports a three-position 
pocket that can accommodate an op-
tional Flex Booster. This enables you 
to personalize the flex of your boot 
and tailor it to be either symmetrical 
or asymmetrical. Make your mark all 
over the mountain with DEELUXE’s 
Freeride Tongue.

FREERIDE TONGUE

Available as an acces-
sory, the Flex Booster 
strengthens a boot’s 
tongue, creating a 

stiffer flex while offering additional 
support. It can also prolong the life of 
a boot by restoring or enhancing its 
flex. Thanks to a progressive design, 
it provides greater resistance as it 
bends, optimizing support and protec-
tion—especially from harsh landings. 
As icing on the cake, the Flex Booster 
enables you to modify a boot’s flex for 
specific adventures—be that reinfor-
cing the flex of a jib boot to slay kickers 
or transforming a freestyle boot into a 
banked slalom hero. You don’t need gym 
shorts to appreciate this flex.

FLEX BOOSTER

Lean and mean, DEE-
LUXE’s Jib Tongue is at 
home in the park and 
the streets, yet it’s 

also perfect for anyone seeking an 
incredibly precise and responsive ride. 
Especially thin, this deconstructed-
style tongue offers maximum power 
transfer and a direct boot-to-binding 
connection. Its clean appearance is 
perfectly paired with traditional laces, 
yet the tongue excels with any lacing 
system. And to enable you to further 
customize your boot’s flex, the Jib 
Tongue has a single-position pocket 
that can accommodate an optional 
Flex Booster. Whether locking in your 
boardslides or boosting your ollies, 
the Jib Tongue delivers the power and 
precision you need to take your riding 
to the next level.

JIB TONGUE

As versatile as it is 
dependable, DEELUXE’s 
Freestyle Tongue is 
the perfect choice for 

riders who view the entire mountain 
as their playground. 
Armed with a classic appearance and 
medium padding, it offers a precise 
boot-to-binding interface and effecti-
vely transmits power while also enhan-
cing dampening. And to enable you to 
further tailor your boot’s flex to your 
riding style, it sports a single-position 
pocket for an optional Flex Booster. 
Kickers, side hits, and rails—the Free-
style Tongue can handle it all.

FREESTYLE TONGUE

FLEX RATE +3
Especially stiff, the Flex Booster 3K 
makes a boot incredibly supportive and 
exceptionally responsive by increasing 
its flex rating by three points. Skip the 
gym and ditch the weights—the Flex 
Booster 3K is all you need to max out 
your ride.

FLEX BOOSTER 3K
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You don’t need a pre-
scription for DEELUXE’s 
Remedy. Especially ver-
satile, the Remedy sole 

provides the perfect blend of traction 
and cushioning. It offers exceptional 
grip while hiking and when it’s time to 
send it, the sole’s free-floating heel 
cushion ensures smooth landings. 
And thanks to a reduced footprint, it 
minimizes toe and heel drag. Give your 
feet the treatment they deserve with 
DEELUXE’s Remedy sole.

REMEDY SOLE

Forget the griptape and 
trucks—DEELUXE’s Ska-
te Flex sole provides the 
ride you need. Inspired 

by skate shoes, the Skate Flex sole is 
super grippy and offers enhanced bo-
ardfeel. And for protection from harsh 
impacts and flat landings, select models 
feature Slytech Shock Absorption in 
the heel. Whether you’re lapping the 
park or sessioning the streets, the 
Skate Flex sole rides like a champ.

SKATE FLEX SOLE

SOLES 
SOLE CONCEPT
 

At DEELUXE, every boot we make is tailored 
to a specific riding style and type of terrain. 
And our soles play a crucial role in shaping 
these purpose-driven designs. With an 
approach inspired by skate shoes, we’ve 
developed an arsenal of soles that cater to 
the unique needs of today’s riders. Whether 
you’re searching for unrivaled response 
when cranking out turns, bombproof dura-
bility for backcountry missions, exceptional 
cushioning for slaying kickers, or maximum 
boardfeel when sessioning the streets, 
DEELUXE’s soles are ready to make your 
dreams a reality.

EVA is a special material that maintains 
its flexible properties at all tempera-
tures. It provides optimal performance 
even in extreme cold.

EVA CUSHION

Make the entire mountain your playground with DEELUXE’s Quantum 
sole. Designed to truly do it all, the Quantum leverages everything 
we’ve learned from developing soles over the past few decades. 
Crafted from minimal materials and armed with a reduced footprint, 

it creates an especially direct interface with your board while also offering the 
best all terrain capabilit ies. To dampen vibrations and boost traction, lugs span the 
entirety of the sole, increasing in height from the toe to the heel. The low-profile 
lugs in the toe area maximize boardfeel while the taller lugs in the heel zone provi-
de an especially smooth r ide. These lugs also extend to the outside edge of the sole 
to further enhance traction when traversing and hiking. The Quantum’s free-floa-
ting cushion swallows up impacts and reduces the r isk of heel bruises. And thanks 
to its extensive arch support, the sole prevents fatigue to keep you r iding from 
first chair to last. Unleash your creativity with DEELUXE’s Quantum sole.

QUANTUM SOLE

DEELUXE’s Battle sole 
is a true warrior. This 
hybrid design builds 
on the tr ied-and-true 

technology of our Remedy and Skate 
Flex soles to place an even greater 
emphasis on power and precision. By 
enhancing the transmission of ener-
gy, it offers more control and faster 
edge-to-edge transitions. It also 
boosts boardfeel while providing ex-
ceptional cushioning for protection 
from harsh impacts. And thanks to a 
reduced footprint, it minimizes toe 
and heel drag. Hold nothing back with 
DEELUXE’s Battle sole.

BATTLE SOLE

No matter the adventu-
re, you can depend on 
the Vibram Eastridge 
sole. With an emphasis 

on traction and durability, it excels 
whether you’re hiking, skinning, or ri-
ding. Its proven Vibram ICETREK rubber 
compound is specifically engineered 
to endure very low temperatures and 
provide superior grip on cold and icy 
surfaces. Special climbing zones in the 
toe and heel area offer additional trac-
tion to make ascents safer and easier. 
And thanks to lugs with a self-cleaning 
design, the sole readily sheds snow, 
dirt, and rocks. Get ready to explore 
with the Vibram Eastridge sole.

VIBRAM SOLE

Rise is an environ-
mentally-conscious, 
high-performance 
replacement for tradi-

tional petroleum-based EVAs. Foams 
utilizing Bloom’s algae technology deli-
ver striking performance values, which 
make them excellent replacements for 
conventional foams. Algae’s natural 
thermoplastic qualities allow Rise to 
meet, and in some cases exceed, per-
formance characteristics of conven-
tional closed-cell flexible foams.

RISE BY BLOOM

TECHNOLOGY

979796

reduced footprint

hike zone

optimizied for  
traversing and 
hiking

extensive arch 
support

free-floating  
cushion

taller lugs for an 
especially smooth 
ride

low-profile lugs for 
best boardfeel

hike zone
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HOODIE

ITEM–NR. 592205-1000/9734
FABRICS 80 % COTTON, 20 % POLYESTER 
COLOR WHITE/BLACK

S I Z ES
L XXLXLMSXS

YIN YANG

LONGSLEEVE

ITEM–NR. 592206-1000/9734 
FABRICS 100 % COTTON 
COLOR WHITE/BLACK

S I Z ES
L XXLXLMSXS

YIN YANG

HOODIE

ITEM–NR. 591982-1000/9110
FABRICS 80 % COTTON, 20 % POLYESTER 
COLOR BLACK

S I Z ES
L XXLXLMSXS

#SNOWBOARDINGISOURID

LONGSLEEVE

ITEM–NR. 591984-1000/9110
FABRICS 100 % COTTON 
COLOR BLACK

S I Z ES
L XXLXLMSXS

#SNOWBOARDINGISOURID

96 TEAM BEANIE
LOGO

T-SHIRT

ITEM–NR. 592207-1000/9110
FABRICS 100 % COTTON 
COLOR BLACK

S I Z ES
L XXLXLMSXS

#SNOWBOARDINGISOURID

ITEM–NR. 850329-1000/9110
FABRICS 100 % ACRYL 
COLOR BLACK

96 TEAM CAP

CAP

LOGO

YIN YANG

T-SHIRT

ITEM–NR. 592208-1000/9734 
FABRICS 100 % COTTON 
COLOR WHITE/BLACK

S I Z ES
L XXLXLMSXS

YIN YANG

ITEM–NR. 850330-1000/8544 
FABRICS 30 % COTTON , 70 % POLYESTER 
COLOR CHARCOAL

ITEM–NR. 592210-1000/9400 
FABRICS 100 % COTTON 
COLOR BLACK/WHITE
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ARGENTINA
ON BOARD SA

Lavalle 1675 PISO 12 OF. 1,

ARG 1048 Buenos Aires

info@fischer-ski.com.ar

CHINA
Beijing GDR sport co. Ltd

#404 Nong Guan Zhan

Yan Men Kou, Shi Jing Shan

RC 100043 Beijing

ly@gdrsport.com

ISLAND
Vistin

Njorvasund 40 

bergur@vistin.is

POLAND
Vigo sp. z o.o.

Zwierzchowskiego 31

PL 61-249 Poznan

piotr@skateshop.pl

AUSTRALIA
Rojo Australia Pty Ltd

(trading as) Principle Distr.

14 Baines Crescent

AUS 3228 Torquay , VIC,

linton@principledistribution.com.au

CZECH REPUBLIC
Destiny Distribution s.r.o.

Lukas Puchta

Na Roudné 857/80

CZ 30100 Plzen

lukas.puchta@destinydistribution.cz

ISRAEL
srael Skateboard Club LTD

Zamarot st 2

IL 4642402 Herzliya 

reuven.adi@googlemail.com

PORTUGAL
Glacierdefender Unip LDA

Rua Rodtrigues Faria 103 3.17c

P 1300-501 Lissabon

snowboard@skateshop.pl

AUSTRIA
Deeluxe Sportartikel 

Handels GmbH

Europastrasse 8 / I 

A-6322 Kirchbichl

info@deeluxe.com

FRANCE
SLAB Distribution

63 Chemin de Beauséjour

F 38240 Meylan

sebastienboyoud@hotmail.fr

ITALY
BOARDCORE SRL

via Ercole Oldofredi, 41

I 20124 MILANO

info@boardcore.it

ROMANIA
SC TRANZIT INTERNATIONAL SRL

5 Caderea Bastiliei street

RO 010611 Buchares

shop@h2o.ro

BELARUS
FAMILY BOARDSHOP

Kalinovskogo str., 82/1-117

BLR 220114 Minsk

anneil@yandex.ru

FINLAND
Whatnot Agency Oy

Runeberginkatu 35, liiketila 5

FIN 0015 Helsinki

joni@whatnotagency.fi

JAPAN
Custom Produce Inc.

1-10-2, YS Building 2F, Abiko

J 270-1166 Chiba, Abiko-Shi

j.goukon@customproduce.com

RUSSIA
Capital Dist LLC

Suschevskaya Street, 12, 

bld 1-98

RU 127055 Moskow

roman.kadymov@capitaldist.ru

BELGIUM
SNOWFORCE BVBA

Nijverheidsstraat 40

B 2570 DUFFEL

info@colab48.com

GEORGIA
HIGH GROUP LTD

11 Tsulukidze St. Office #160

Isani-Samgori district

GE 0190 Tbilisi

pilotsfilms@gmail.com

LEBANON
Republic of Sports

The House sarl

Makdessi Street - Hamra, Sabah

LB Beirut Beirut

wchehaid@gmail.com

SINGAPORE
The Ride Side Private Limited

1 Ubi View #03-14 Focus One Bu

408555 Singapore

alex@therideside.com

BULGARIA
X TEAM LTD

27 M. Drinov Str.

BG 1000 Sofia

xtmsports@gmail.com

GERMANY
Deeluxe Sportartikel Handels GmbH

Europastrasse 8 / I

A-6322 Kirchbichl

 info@deeluxe.com

LITHUANIA
UAB „Kiek Pucia“

Rinktines g.55

LT 9207 Vilnius

artiomas@boardhouse.lt

SLOVENIA
PR, D.O.O.

Extreme Vital

Puštal 101

SI 4220 Škofja Lok

mihaanzic@extremevital.com

CANADA
Passion Sales Agency

Jerome Khan

17 Edward Street East

CAN L0M 1G0 Creemore

passionsalesagency@gmail.com

HUNGARY
T & T SPORT Kereskedelmi es

Csillaghegyi út 36

H 1037 BUDAPEST

toth.etre@tandtsport.hu

NETHERLANDS
Newsports B.V.

Amethisthweg 31

NL 2665NT Bleiswijk

robby@newsports.nl

bert@newsports.nl

SLOVAKIA
Board Union s.r.o.

Stefanikova 1233/147

SK 92101 Piestany

cornerboardshop@gmail.com

CHILE
Comercial Valle Amarillo S.A.

Avda. Las Condes 

7360 Las Condes, Santiago

danielhofmann@labolsadelski.cl

IRAN
Modaberan Tejarat Paeiz Co.

Morvarid Building, Unit 18

4th floor between Golestan st. and 

Bastan st., IR 44761677 Jomhouri St.,  

Tehran 

pamchalgroup@gmail.com

NORWAY
Seasport Import As

Munkedamsveien 20

N 0250 Oslo 

helge@srfsnosk8.no

SOUTH COREA
GMP Company

3F, 36, Nonhyeon-ro 150-gil

KR 06049 Gangnam-gu, Seoul

simpson@gmpcompany.co.kr

SPAIN
Mocore free S.L.

C/ castillejos n°32

ES CP 28039 Madrid

nico@happyriding.net

ALPINE  
ONLY

HUNGARY
T & T SPORT Kereskedelmi es

Csillaghegyi út 36

H 1037 BUDAPEST

toth.etre@tandtsport.hu

SLOVENIA
GOLTES d.o.o.

Savinjska cesta 35

SI 1420 Trbovlje

jani@goltes.com

SWEDEN
MOB Distribution  

Scandinavia

Jonas Berglund

Lokstallet. Västergatan 3

S 941 62 Pitea 

jonas@mobdist.com

AUSTRIA
Deeluxe Sportartikel 

Handels GmbH

Europastrasse 8 / I 

A-6322 Kirchbichl

info@deeluxe.com

ITALY
BOARDCORE SRL

via Ercole Oldofredi, 41

I 20124 MILANO

info@boardcore.it

SLOVAKIA
Board Union s.r.o.

Stefanikova 1233/147

SK 92101 Piestany

cornerboardshop@gmail.com

SWITZERLAND
Sideshore AG

Zinkereistr . 35

CH-8633 Wolfhausen  

Switzerland

philippknecht@sideshore.ch 

michelhoffmann@sideshore.ch

CHINA
GuanzGuangzhou Snow Dragon

Trading Company

409 Jiangren three Road

Renhe town Baiyun district

RC 510470 Guangzhou, Guangdong

robert@keylinkgroup.net

JAPAN
Custom Produce Inc.

1-10-2, YS Building 2F, Abiko

J 270-1166 Chiba, Abiko-Shi

j.goukon@customproduce.com

SOUTH COREA
BS extreme Co., ltd.

622, Nonhyeon-ro

Geum-eun building B1F - 2F

KR 06108 Gangnam-gu, Seoul

bestextreme@naver.com

TÜRKIYE

hseverge@proshoptr.com

CANADA
Mordiff Distribution Inc.

16 Todd Brook Drive

CAN M9V1R4 TORONTO / ONTARIO

sales@mordiff-distribution.com

NETHERLANDS
Newsports B.V.

Amethisthweg 31

NL 2665NT Bleiswijk

robby@newsports.nl

SWITZERLAND
Sideshore AG

Zinkereistr . 35

CH-8633 Wolfhausen  

Switzerland

philippknecht@sideshore.ch

UKRAINE
Bumerang Sport

Str.95 

79035 Zelena

bumerang_sport@yahoo.com 

dist@boomerang-boardshop.ua

FRANCE
SLAB Distribution

63 Chemin de Beauséjour

F 38240 Meylan

sebastienboyoud@hotmail.fr

POLAND
Vigo sp. z o.o.

Zwierzchowskiego 31

PL 61-249 Poznan

piotr@skateshop.pl

UKRAINE
Bumerang Sport

Str.95 

79035 Zelena

bumerang_sport@yahoo.com dist@

boomerang-boardshop.ua

UNITED KINGDOM
Groove Armada Ltd

Selbourne House

Unit 1 Top Farm

Rectory Road

GB SG17 5PF Campton 

robbie.paton@groovearmada.net

FINLAND
Whatnot Agency Oy

Runeberginkatu 35, liiketila 5

FIN 0015 Helsinki

joni@whatnotagency.fi

PORTUGAL
Glacierdefender Unip LDA

Rua Rodtrigues Faria 103 3.17c

P 1300-501 Lissabon

snowboard@skateshop.pl

UNITED KINGDOM
Groove Armada Ltd

Selbourne House

Unit 1 Top Farm

Rectory Road

GB SG17 5PF Campton 

robbie.paton@groovearmada.net

USA
Donek Snowboards

35907 E 88th Ave

USA CO 80137 Watkins

smartin@donek.com

GREECE
Sklatinioti O.E.

Amfiklia Fthiotidas

Gr 35002 Amfiklia, Greece

tom@bestboards.gr

ROMANIA
SC TRANZIT INTERNATIONAL SRL

5 Caderea Bastiliei street

RO 010611 Buchares

shop@h2o.ro

USA
Donek Snowboards

35907 E 88th Ave

USA CO 80137 Watkins 

smartin@donek.com

GERMANY
Deeluxe Sportartikel Handels GmbH

Europastrasse 8 / I

A-6322 Kirchbichl

 info@deeluxe.com

RUSSIA
Genza Ltd

Olonetskaya str., 21-241

RU 127273 Moscow

genzasport@ya.ru
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SPARK XV  
BLACK

CTF* 572205-1000/9110 23.0-31.0
S4 572203-1000/9110 23.0-31.0

X-PLORER   
DESSERT/GREEN

CTF* 572302-1000/9633 24.0-31.0
S4 572301-1000/9633 24.0-31.0

XV   
BLACK

BC 572202-1000/9110 24.0-31.0

ROUGH DIAMOND BLACK

S1 572029-3000/9110 16.0-22.0
S1 572029-3000/9110 22.5-25.0

ROUGH DIAMOND ICE

S1 572324-3000/3800 16.0-22.0
S1 572324-3000/3800 22.5-25.0

F
R

E
E

S
T

Y
L

E

ID DUAL BOA   
BLACK

S3 572313-1000/9110 21.0-33.0

ID DUAL BOA   
WHITE

S3 572313-1000/9140 21.0-31.0

TEAMID LTD.  LARA 
YIN YANG

CTF* 572317-2000/9635 21.0-28.0
S3 572316-2000/9635 21.0-28.0

A
L

L
 T

E
R

R
A

IN

EDGE PRO   
GREY

CTF* 572304-1000/9139 24.0-30.5
S4 572303-1000/9139 24.0-30.5

DEEMON L3 BOA    
NIGHT RUNNER

CTF* 572306-1000/9634 21.0-31.0
S3 572305-1000/9634 21.0-31.0

DEEMON L3 BOA  
MUSTARD

CTF* 572306-1000/9922 21.0-31.0
S3 572305-1000/9922 21.0-31.0

AERIS   
KB

S4 572307-1000/4019  23.0-31.0

ID  
WOODLAND

S3 572320-1000/9640 21.0-31.0

ID  
ZANSTSU

S3 572320-1000/9641 22.0-31.0

ID LARA
ORION
S3 572321-2000/9642 21.0-28.0

P
O

W
S

U
R

F

FOOTLOOSE 2 BLACK

562100-1000/9110 5.0; 6.0-13.0

TEAMID LARA   
SUNFLOWER

S3 572319-2000/3620 21.0-28.0

TEAMID   
OLIVE

S3 572318-1000/8632  22.0-31.0 

TEAMID LARA   
CANDY

S3 572319-2000/9864 21.0-28.0

FORMATIVE 2 
ELIAS

S3 572308-1000/9256 23.0-31.0

ID LITE  
BLACK/WHITE

S2 572233-1000/9400  22.0-31.0 

DNA PRO 
PIRPLE HAZE

S2 572323-1000/1042 22.0-33.0

DNA  
LARK

S2 572324-1000/9638 21.0-31.0

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW

AREth RIN  
DARK GREEN

S3 572310-1000/3942 22.0-31.0

EMPIRE   
BLACK

CTF* 572312-1000/9110 21.0-31.0
S4 572311-1000/9110 21.0-31.0 

EMPIRE    
NAVY

CTF* 572312-1000/1610 21.0-31.0
S4 572311-1000/1610 21.0-31.0

SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS

TEAMID LTD.   
YIN YANG

CTF* 572315-1000/9635 22.0-31.0
S3 572314-1000/9635 22.0-31.0

TEAMID   
ESSENTIAL BLACK

S3 572227-1000/9081 22.0-33.0

TEAMID LARA   
ESSENTIAL BLACK

S3 572243-2000/9081 21.0-28.0

ID LARA BOA
ORION
S3 572322-2000/9642 21.0-28.0

DNA  
TRAP

S2 572324-1000/9690  21.0-31.0 

DNA 
DAY DREAMER

S2 572324-1000/9691 21.0-31.0

DNA  
TEAM WHITE

S2 572231-1000/4023 21.0-33.0
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TRACK 700 
BLACK/GUNMETAL

T-DEL 552304-1000/9874 24.0-30.0 
HB S10 552305-1000/9874 24.0-30.0 
PF 552306-1000/9874 24.0-30.5

A
L

P
IN

E

OMEGA LACE R 
BLACK

R1* 571385-1000/9110 20.0-33.0

RENTAL BOA FOCUS 
BLACK

R2 572085-1000/9110 20.0-33.0

DELTA BOA R  
 BLACK

R1* 571185-1000/9110 22.0-33.0

GAMMA BOA R1  
BLACK

R1* 571287-1000/9110 20.0-33.0

ALPHA BOA C3 R  
BLACK

R2* 572086-1000/9110  22.0-33.0 

R
E

N
TA

L

CTF LINER  BLACK

532102-1000/9110 21.0-33.0

C
U

S
T

O
M

L
IN

E
R

STAGE 1 LINER  BLACK

.

STAGE 4 LINER  BLACK

532104-1000/9110 21.0-33.0

STAGE 3 LINER  BLACK

.

STAGE 2 LINER  BLACK

.

L
IN

E
R

BC LINER  BLACK

.

TRACK 325  
BLACK/GREY

T-DEL 552310-1000/3936 22.0-31.0 
HB S10 552311-1000/3936 22.0-31.5 
PF 552312-1000/3936 22.0-31.5

NEW


